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In this note we consider the classical Sobolev inequality IIV~I~/~ > Sllcll 2., 
V~IE~,$‘, where S is the best constant. Here J “2’ is the space obtained by taking 
the completion of C,“(R”) with norm IIVU/~~, 2* =2n/(n-2) and n>2. Let M be 
the set of functions for which we have equality in the Sobolev inequality above. We 
will show that there is a positive constant G( so that 
IIVvll~ - S%+II $2 ad(v, M)‘, vq? E 9;‘. 
The distance d is taken in the Sobolev space 9;‘. ‘cl 1991 Academic Press. Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this note we will consider the Sobolev inequality 
IIvdI*-~Ilcp11**20, vcp E 9;‘. (0.1) 
Here 92’ is the completion of the space of smooth functions with compact 
support, with norm IIV. 11 2. Here and throughout this note 11. IjP will be the 
standard Lp norm in R”, the number 2* =2n/(n--2) and the dimension 
n > 3. The constant S will be the best possible. 
In [TA] Talenti proved that we have equality in (0.1) if and 
only if there are constants CER, IER,, and PER” so that 
q(x) = cU,,,(x) = cAU(A 2’(n-2)(~ - y)). Here and throughout this paper we 
will take U(x) =k,( 1 + l~l~)-(~-~)‘~, where k0 is choosen so that 
IlVUll z = 1. Thus the extremal functions of (0.1) consists of an n + 2 dimen- 
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sional manifold M c 92’. Define the distance between this manifold and a 
function cpEgi2 as 
d(cp,M)= inf IlV(cp-u)ll~= inf IIV(Cp-cu>.,.)II2. 
UEM L’. ;. .I 
Note that d(~lcp(A~““-~’ (.-FL WI= kld(cp, Ml. 
In this note we prove the following result. 
THEOREM. There is a positive constant a depending only on the dimension 
n so that 
IlVcpll i - S’ lIdI& 2 Mcp, M)‘, vcp E Pi2. 
Furthermore the result is sharp in the sense that it is false if the left hand side 
is replaced with d( cp, M)B (IVCJJ II : ~ 8, where p < 2. 
This Theorem answers a question posed by Brezis and Lieb [BL, 
Question (c) on p. 751. 
There are other related results. In [BN] Brezis and Nirenberg proved 
that if q < n/(n - 2) then there is positive number A depending only on the 
dimension, q, and the bounded domain s;! such that 
IlVcpll:-~‘Il(~ll:.~~Il(~ll~, vcp E w;‘(Q). 
A simple scaling shows that it is important to have C? bounded. Further- 
more, the result is sharp in the sense that it is not true if q=n/(n - 2). 
However, the following refinement is proved in [BL]: 
II~~II~-~‘I~~~II~~~~I~~PII~;,,~~,.,~~ vcp E 9i2(Q). (0.2) 
Here I/. IIy,“. is the weak Lq-norm. In Section 2 we will give an alternative 
proof of this inequality based on the Theorem above. 
The following generalization of the result in [BN] was obtained by 
Egnell, Pacella, and Tricarico [EPT]. 
If n > p > 1 and q < n( p - 1 )/(n - p) then there is a positive number A 
depending only on n, q, p, and the bounded domain Sz such that 
Here p* =np/(n - p) is the critical exponent in the Sobolev imbeciding 
theorem and S, is the best constant. Furthermore, the inequality fails if 
q = n( D - l)/(n - p). However, the extension of the result obtained by 
Brezis and Lieb when p = 2 is still open. Also it seems hard to generalize 
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the Theorem proved in this note to general p. We believe however that the 
following inequality is true for some positive u 
llvdl; - S; lIdI;* 2 Mcp, MY, vqws?p. 
This inequality would imply an extension of (0.2) to general p, 
1. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The main ingredient in the proof of the Theorem is contained in the 
Lemma below, where the behaviour near M is studied. 
LEMMA 1. There is a constant IX, depending only on the dimension, such 
that 
Ilvcpll i - S2 lld & 2 ad(cp, M)* + 44cp, M12), (1.1) 
for afl qe9k2 with d(cp, M)< llVcpl12. 
ProoJ: We saw that M is an n + 2 dimensional manifold embedded 
in 9$*; 
Take cp E 95’;’ with 
= inf 
c. A. , ( 
~~V~ll~+c2-2~V~.VcUi~,,,dx <IIVqI/:. 
> 
It is easy to verify that the inlimum above is attained at a point 
(co, A,, y,,) E R x R + x R”, with c,, # 0. 
Since M\ (0) is a smooth manifold we must have (cp - c,, U,,,,,) I 
TM CO”&). YO’ Furthermore, the tangent space is easy to calculate 
TM co “b. YO = vnC b,, Fat 4 U,,, Fo9 V,, U,. ,J. 
In Lemma Al in the Appendix we prove that the first and the second 
eigenspace of the operator 9&y0 = UL;,T,‘* A on L2( Uz,;,:) are spanned by 
U lo. YO and CW,,,,SW,,,,, 1. Furthermore, the spectrum is discrete and 
hence we have by the min-max characterization of the eigenvalues 
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with equality if w is the third eigenfunction. In Lemma Al we also show 
that I, = S2*, I, = (2* - 1) S2*, and that all eigenvalues are independent of 
A0 and yO. 
Thus the tangent space TMc,,LrlO,‘D is just the sum of the first and the 
second eigenspaces of the operator P>.,,Y,. 
Since (cp - c0 U,, 1,0) I TMcouti ,. we can write cp = co U,,, J0 + dv, where L 
has norm 1 in 9;’ and is perpendicular to the tangent plane TM,.,,[: % ‘,I 
and d = d( rp, M). Now an expansion in d yields 
+d22*(2*- 1) 
2 
Jco12* ‘j” CJ:;,;,%2d.x+o(d2) 
< IC012* S~‘.+d2,col’*~‘2*(2;- 1)&+o(d’). 
A3 
Note that j Ub,ro 2’P ‘v dx=O, since D I UnO,?” and AU,,, ,,” + S’*U~~,-X,’ =O. 
Thus since A2 = (2* - 1) S2’ we get 
IlcpIJ;, 6 c&Y2 + d2Sp2 z+ o(d’). 
Finally we obtain the desired expansion 
lIbll:-S211cpll:.ad2 
Thus the lemma holds with IX= (1 - 12/i3). To see that this is the best 
possible result we can argue as follows. 
Take cp = U+ dv where v is the third eigenfunction of Y,,. and d is a 
small positive number. Then if d is small enough we get d( cp, M) = d and 
the closest point on M is U. It is clear that the last claim is true locally. 
If we assume that it is not true globally for any d> 0, then there is a 
sequence (c, , A,, J,~) + (1, 1,0) such that c, Ui_,)_ + U in 9;‘, which is 
absurd. 
Now the same argument as above yields 
Now we are ready for the proof of the main Theorem. 
Proof of the Theorem. The fact that the result is sharp follows from the 
last part of the proof of the Lemma above. 
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Assume that the Theorem is not true. Then we can find a sequence (cpm} 
such that 
IIV%?Jf-S2 IhAl:* --) o 
4qotm Ml2 ' 
as m+co. 
By homogeneity we can assume that IIVq,ll 2 = 1, and after selecting a sub- 
sequence we can also assume that d(cp,, M) + f. E [0, 11. Note that 
4cpm W G IIV4~ll2 = 1. 
If L = 0 then we have a contradiction by Lemma 1 above. 
The other possibility is L > 0. In this case we must have 
Ilv%?J: - s* Il%nll:* + 0, IIV~ml12 = 1. Now a scaling argument as in 
Lions [LI] or Struwe [ST] yields two sequences of numbers 1, and yrn so 
that ,lm(pm()L~(nP2)(x- ym))+ flJ in 9;’ as m+ 0~). This implies that 
d(cp,,M)=d(~,cp,(/2~‘“~2’(.-)?,)), M)-+O, as m-+ co. This gives us the 
desired contradiction. 1 
2. A NEW PROOF OF (0.2) 
In this section we will give a proof of (0.2) which is based on the 
Theorem proved in the present paper. 
By spherical symmetrization it is enough to prove that 
Il~~ll:-~211cpII:~~~Ilcpll~i.,n-2),~~ Vq=W;2(B,(0)), cpao. (2.1) 
Here Wk’(B,(O)) consists of all radial functions in 9;’ with support in the 
closed unit ball. The norms are the same. 
The norm L:,(Q) is defined as 
I141,,v=wv(~~~: W)l +P. 
P=-0 
Another equivalent norm is 
1 
where q’ is the conjugate exponent of q. Assume that (2.1) is not true, then 
there is a sequence (P,,, in c~!~~(B,(O)) with norm one such that 
Ilvcp,II: - s2 II%ll:* ~ o 
II%ll~,(,-2j.w ’ 
(2.2) 
as m + c-0. Since II~mlln~cn~2~,w is bounded we must have IIV~mll:- 
~211(PmIl:* -,a 
By the Theorem above we can find (c,, 1,) + (1, 00) such that 
dtcp,,,, W = IlWcp, -cm ~dl12 --* 0, as m -+ ~0. 
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Since the support of q,,, is contained in the unit ball we get 
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=c~,k$n-2)‘~,~ j-y,. 2,r”+‘(l +r’) “dr 
%I 
> C(n) c$i,2. 
On the other hand we have with a,, = Ulm( 1) 
(2.3) 
II(Pmlln~,n-2,.n~6 IIC,(~I,-a,)+II.;,,,~,,,, 
+ II (Pm - c,,( Cl,., - a, 1 + II ,,.( n 2 ,, I, 
~~,,~,~‘II~ll,~,,n~~,.u.+~(~)~(cp,~, M). (2.4) 
Here g + denotes the positive part of a function g. 
Thus combining (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4), the Theorem yields a contra- 
diction and the result follows. 
APPENDIX 
Consider the operator Zi,! = U~,;.**A on L’( U:yk:‘). Since the 
imbedding 9 $ 2 4 L*( I!J::,: ‘) is compact, the spectrum is discrete. 
LEMMA Al. Let li, i= 1, 2, 3..., denote the eigenvalues qf L$, ~, given in 
increasing order. Then ,I, = S2’ 
E., = (2* - 1) s2* 
is simple with eigenfunction U+ and 
and the corresponding eigenspace is n + 1 dimensional and 
spanned by (8, U,, V, V,. U,, V). Furthermore, the eigenvalues do not depend on 
2 and y. 
Proof. A simple scaling argument shows that the eigenvalues do not 
depend on J and J. Thus we can assume that A= 1. r = 0, and hence 
U;, ,I’ = CT. We want to solve the eigenvalue problem 
Av+iU 2*-2v = 0, c> E 21.2 0 . 
Put v = R(r) Y(Q), then separation of variables yields (A = A, + r ~’ A,. I 1 
AY+pY=O, on S”- ‘, 
n-l 
R”+- R’-prp2R+~U2*~m2R=0, 
R’(O;= 0, 
GnR., 
R(r)= O(r’ .“), as r+sx. 
(A.1 
(A.2 
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Let us start with (A.l). The first eigenvalue is ,M, = 0 and the corresponding 
eigenfunction is the constant function. The second eigenvalue is ,u2 = n - 1 
and the corresponding eigenspace is n-dimensional and spanned by xi, 
i= 1, . . . . n. 
The second eigenvalue problem is regular at the origin and at infinity. 
If p =p, = 0, then 1: = S2* and the corresponding eigenfunction is 
Rf = U. The second eigenvalue is Ai = (2* - 1) S2* and the corresponding 
eigenspace is one dimensional and spanned R: = 8, LI,,,I 1 = , . The last claim 
follows from standard theory for Sturm-Liouville problems with separable 
boundary conditions. Note that Ri has exactly one zero. 
If p=p?=n-l, then A:=(2*-1)s’. and R:(x)=a,.,U,,,.l,=o(~)I~J/~~, 
is the corresponding eigenfunction. 
Finally for p > pI, monotonicity yields 2: > (2* - 1) S2*, for all k > 2. 
Since {ROY,,,},,, span L2(U 2’-2 dx) the claim follows from the facts 
above. 1 
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